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Aim

Background
§

Stroke rehabilitation is a time consuming and lifelong process.

§

Carers are burdened by care-giving responsibilities.

§

The activation of motor and motor-related cortical areas in the
brain during action observation (AO) + motor Imagery (MI) is
greater than AO or MI.

§

Combined AO+MI is potentially an effective method to increase
the amount of therapy during rehabilitation in a safe way with
relatively low costs.
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What is Mental Practice?
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There are two main types of mental practice. Mental practice can be when you either observe someone
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else moving (as in a movement demonstration), or when you mentally visualize and rehearse yourself
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(AO) and motor imagery (MI), respectively. Mental practice is different
fromlibrary
when you physically move
MI video
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your own body, because mental practice does not involve any actual movement. Mental practice can be
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a useful treatment option, as it helps you to ‘switch on’ your own neural systemand this can enhance
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your rehabilitation.
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This exercise is finger extension and flexion. It will move the three main joints in your hand and improve

§

To explore co-design AO+MI training materials that are wellsuited to carer and stroke survivor characteristics using
appropriate language and terminology.

§

Determine best modes of delivery for the training (online and in
person).

Method
Participants:
§
10 stroke survivors with no expressive aphasia, significant
cognitive impairment.
§
13 carers who care for a stroke survivor.
Data collection:
§
18 Semi-structured interviews (11 with carers, 7 with stroke
survivors).
§
2 mini–focus groups (one with 2 carers and 1 stroke survivor,
another one with 1 carer and 1 stroke survivor).
§
Audio-recorded & transcribed.
Analysis: Thematic analysis

your hand function.You will watch three repetitions of the exercise. Finally, you will try to physically

Results: Themes with illustrative quotes from transcripts
Easy to use and operate

Watch this, now try

‘We don’t know anything about it. We are 54. (laugh) We‘ve
all got different levels of IT experience’ (care J).

‘Watch the video, and then do the action’ (stroke P).

‘I don’t mind any, as long as it helps’ (stroke N).

‘It gives them time to think about it while they’re
watching and thinking about what they’re going to do
and how they’re going to do it’ （carer L).

‘Making easier and accessibility is important, you have to
remember stroke victims’ poor connection’ (carer P).

A graphical user interface

Plan/Pretend to do it, don’t do it now
‘‘Plan to do it, don’t do it now’(care A).
‘It gets in your mind and pretend to do it, but
it’s not actually to do it’ (stroke S)

Meanings
of motor
simulation

Evaluation
of the
prototype

‘‘It's good, but I think before under little text
heavy’(stroke G).
It’s look for me like a medical website. Not for
ordinary. (carer M).
‘I like the way it has pictures. That's my brain
wanting to see pictures’ (carer J).

Mode of
delivery motor
simulation

‘Put colors in there because it's black and white.
Maybe add few more color. I mean, that drew my
eye to read the blue and red.’ (carer C).

Online training

Face to face training

‘I would say at home. Because it’s lot of
easier on here’(carer G).

‘It would be useful as a group tool with someone guiding
you through it’ (stroke P).

Using it at home I think because I can spend
more time practicing (stroke PA).

‘It would be good in a group situation because everybody
would set there, have same problems. So, they could say
how they progress with people. (carer G).

Conclusion
§
§
§
§
§

Both stroke survivors and carers found AO easy to understand and engage.
The concept of MI was overly complicated and difficult to understand. However, most participants can understand what MI is when taught
correctly. Therefore, it is important to ensure that the concept of MI is correctly taught and understood by the participants.
Most of our target users have limited digital skills as they are mostly from the elderly population. Thus, it is necessary to develop a webapp that
is easy to use and operate for our target users.
All participants expressed that the prototype interface is text heavy and complicated, and they preferred a graphical user interface.
Although online delivery is suitable, adding face-to-face delivery will enhance motivation of the participants.
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